It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

“Do not pretend - Be.
Do not promise - Act.
Do not dream – Realize”.

--The Mother

Welcome to the February issue of Prim Ad Infinitum! We hope you are doing
well. The shortest month of the year, February went by very fast. Nevertheless,
we had umpteen reasons to celebrate. Mother’s birthday is the most important
celebration in the month of February. The celebrations at Primrose was as
always, beautiful. Children brought flowers for the Mother and the entire day was
dedicated in prayer and meditation. Hope you enjoy reading this month’s issue
and we will see you shortly!

With Love and Hope, Editorial Team
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ISA Project
International School Award (ISA):
International School Award is a prestigious award conferred by British
Council to various schools across the world to indicate that these
schools are working as per international standards and inculcating a
culture of internationalism in their schools.
We received the prestigious ISA award 2015- 18 from British Council in
the year 2015. We are excited and enthusiastic to reach the next
milestone. It’s been a wonderful journey of exchanging and expanding
our knowledge beyond our expectation. We are extremely thankful to
the British Council for providing us an opportunity to experience
internationalism in its true sense and be a part of the Global Society.
It’s wonderful to see our children grow up in an atmosphere where
they are constantly given exposure to internationalism. This expansion
of knowledge enables our children to think globally.
“The best thing we can do for our students is to help them push their
boundaries and move out of their comfort zones. What better way than
bringing in internationalism as their way of life.” To teach and bring in
the culture of true internationalism in our school, different kinds of
projects have been carried across various classes. ISA Project Day
happened for four projects namely, “Food and Clothing around the
World “ for Pre KG and LKG classes, “Languages around the World” by
UKG classes, “Tribes around the World” for classes I and II, “Musical
Instruments Around the World” for classes III and IV on 3rd of February,
2018 . This was a demonstration of the learning of the students as they
traversed through the journey of internationalism while working on
these projects.
A Report by ISA Coordinator

Vibha Gupta
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Food & Clothing Around The World
The gathering was
welcomed by the
LKG kids with their
stupendous dance
performance of
England

Children recited
rhymes based on
fruits of German,
Spain, England and
India.

An enthralling dance
performance of
Spain by the Prim
Champs.
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Isa Project-Show and tell

Pre Kg and LKG kids sharing the significance of National fruits and vegetables of
Spain, German, India and England.
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Isa Project- Fireless cooking

LKG tiny tots with the
delicious fireless
cooking recipes.

A tiny champ
shared his
recipe to the
audience

A rocking dance
performance by our
Pre Kg kids
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Languages Around the world

German dance as a visual treat for the audience by the
UKG stars

Dazzling Spanish dance performances by our
little ones!
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Isa Project- Talk a minute
Prim buds greeted the parents in English, French, German
and Hindi.

UKG kids sang “Are you sleeping? ” and many other
popular rhymes in French , German, Spanish and Hindi
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Isa Project-Show and Tell
Our tiny tots taught us the days of the week and the months of the
year in French, German, Spanish, Hindi and English
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Isa Project-National Dance
The tiny tots expressed their love for their country through a
patriotic dance performance.
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Tribes of The World
Tribes Around The World

The topic sounded very interesting and exciting for all the
teachers who were involved. That excitement led our teachers
to explore deeper in knowing the various unique facts about the
specific tribes from countries around the world such as, India,
Mexico, Africa, England, America and Egypt. We have learnt
about their uniqueness via food, costume, habitat, language,
hunting weapon, dance, utensils and jewelry.
By engaging the students in activities like learning tribal songs
and dance, making tribal albums and masks, making tribal wall
hangings and jewelry and making tribal costumes, the students
learnt and understood the lives led by various tribes around the
world. This understanding kindled the curiosity in the budding
young minds and paved way for numerous interesting questions
pertaining to their survival and our own existence. Meanwhile,
kids also understood the extent to which science and technology
has impacted their own lives in the present era.
Most importantly, the kids admired people living in mud houses,
farming near river banks, hunting in groups and breeding cattle
which helped them realize the reason to stay close with Mother
nature and stay away from gadgets.
Ms.Praveena
1B Class Teacher
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Tribes of The World
A power packed
dance performance
of African Tribal
dance “ King of
Africa” by Class I
children.

It's A Masterpiece!
A Colorful
performance of
Mexican drum beat
dance by Class II
Kids.

An African Zamberi
dance performance
by Class II children.
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Isa Project –Talk a-Minute
The life style and tradition of different tribes around the countries
such as India, Mexico, Africa, England, America and Egypt shared by
our kids of Classes I and II

Our young models on the ramp in tribal costumes of various
countries such as India, Mexico, Africa, England, America and Egypt.
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ISA Project-Tribes of The World
“An art” , The
bamboo dance
brought to
spotlight by the
children of class II

A colorful Mexican hat
dance by class I kids.

A melodious
performance by
the children of
Class I on the
African tribal
lullaby ‘Babbala
Kumbala’
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Musical Instruments Around the
World
PROJECT DAY- MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE WORLD
It was a most melodious day of the year. The students of IV-A were
given the title “Musical Instruments of the world”. The day started as
usual at 8:00 am. Children came up with dazzling musicians attire from
all over the world. Every child was given an opportunity to prove
his/her talent on the stage. The program started around 11 am.
Kaarunya a student of Class IV - A enlightened the day by giving an
inspirational welcome note. The students explained about different
kinds of musical instruments around the world.
After that was the much awaited Ramp walk, the students of
Class IV A & B set the stage on fire with their performance. The
back-ground music was a fusion of the instruments of England
(concertina, harp and violin), Bhutan (Lim, Shakutachi, dulcimer,
drangyen, koto) and Japan (biwa, mouth organ). The ramp walk
enabled them to face the audience with courage and confidence. The
session came to an end by exhibiting the musical instrument of
different countries.
Ms.R.Rajalakshmi.
Science Teacher
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Musical Instruments Around the World Ramp walk
Children of
Class IV on the
ramp displaying
the musical
instrument of
Brazil
Children of Class IV
on the ramp
displaying the
musical instrument
of England

Children of
Class IV on the
ramp displaying
the musical
instrument of
Bhutan
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Musical Instruments Around the World - Talk a
minute

Children participated in Talk-a-Minute giving an insight on the origin of
the musical instruments of India, Bhutan, Brazil, China, Africa and
England.

Fashion show wherein children came dressed up like musicians of
China, Brazil and England.
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Glimpses of ISA Project Day
Parents on the ramp with bubbling enthusiasm and excitement.

Proud mothers as models on the ramp
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Best Class Award- February

“A recognition for togetherness” Class I A Students received the
Best Class Award from our beloved Principal.

“Taking the team to the top“ Class VI Students received the Best
Class Award from the our Principal.

Best Class Award- February

“An acknowledgement for the hard work” children of Class II C
received the Best Class Award from our beloved Principal

“Talent wins games but Team work wins Championships”
children of Class III C received Best Class Award form our
much-loved Principal.

Best Class Award- February

“Teamwork allows us to reach the heights of excellence and perform
the extraordinary” children of Class II A received the Best Class
Award from our lovable Principal.

Receiving the Best Class Award from our beloved Principal for a
second consecutive week in the month of February is a real
achievement for Class II C children.

PRIM BUDdies meet 2018

Prim Buddies Meet:

Prim Buddies,the Kindergarten Interschool Competition was organized in
our school campus on 24th Feb, 2018. Almost 180 children from several
schools came in with excitement to perform various events like rhyme
recitation, dance, Montessori, circuit run and coloring.

A fusion dance
performed by the UKG
kids.

A dazzling dance
performance by
the kids of PSBB

Tiny tots participated
in coloring
competition.
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PrimBuddies Meet 2018
Rhymes Recitation

Anish Adithya from Tal buds Participated in
Vikasini from Tal buds Participated
Rhyme recitation
in Rhyme recitation
Fashion Parade

Bryden from Primrose schools
participated in Fashion parade

Vihaam Mukund from Emerald Kids
participated in fashion parade.
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Prize winners of Prim buddies
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A FIELD TRIP TO DAKSHINACHITRA
Dakshinachitra, a place to
explore and learn about the
various types of houses and
traditional crafts. Our class 1
kids were taken on a field trip to
Dakshina Chitra and they
connected their learning there
to the ISA project (Tribes of the
World) they were working for at
school.
They saw different kinds of
Indian houses, weaving
machines and its usage and the
house hold utensils used in the
olden times. They were able to
enhance their knowledge and
merge it with the other tribes of
the world they were learning
during their ISA Project. This
was a great learning experience
for the kids. Children
enthusiastically questioned and
quenched their thirsty brains.
The tiny tots at last had a lot of
fun in the play area and
returned to school with good
memories to be shared with
their parents.
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Glimpses of DAKSHINACHITRA
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2nd Interschool Football Championship

Standing From Left: Mr. GANESH PERUMAL (PRINCIPAL),PUJA SOLAIAPPAN,SNEHA.S, TANUSHREE ROY,
MRUDHULANI.P, ANBUMATHI.S(Captain), NANDHINI GANESH, ABIRAMI.E, Mr. GOKULNATH (P.E.T)
Sitting: SHRINITHI.V (Goalkeeper)

Primrose Schools under 15 girls received winner trophy from our beloved Principal

3rd Interschool Football Championship

1st Row: Mr. GANESH PERUMAL (PRINCIPAL), CHAYNA.S, MANASVINI.V, SHREE MANASA,

BRINDA,SRINITHI.V(Goalkeeper), NANDHINI GANESH( Captain), MEENAKSHI SUBRAMANIAN,
KRISHA, Mr. GOKULNATH (P.E.T),
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4th Interschool Football Championship
Primrose Schools won the rolling trophy for the third time
and they take the pride of owning it forever.

1st Row: SHRINITHI(Goalkeeper), KRISHA, BRINDA, SHAINA , MANASVINI V, RUDHRA
2ND Row: Mr. GOKULNATH (P.E.T), Mr. GANESH PERUMAL (PRINCIPAL).

Primrose Schools under 15 girls received winner trophy from our beloved Principal

1st Row: DEEPASHREE , DEEKSHA , QATHIRA GIFFTHIYA. M ,LAKSHAYA KARTHIKA , ABINITHI

PANDIAN
2ND Row: Mr. GOKULNATH (P.E.T), Mr. GANESH PERUMAL (PRINCIPAL).

Primrose Schools under 13 girls received winner trophy from our beloved Principal
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4th Interschool Football Championship

1ST ROW: ARJUN RAGUNANNAATH, MOHAMMED YASEEN, RIKHIL JADEN, RISHI, KANNAN SUBRAMANIAN,
RYAN SIJU KURIEN, NIVED.S
2ND Row: Mr. GOKULNATH (P.E.T), Mr. GANESH PERUMAL (PRINCIPAL).

Primrose Schools under 10 boys received runner trophy from our beloved Principal.

1st Row: KANDHAN, SESHASYEE, VISAGAN, PRATYUSH, ARMAAN, MOHIT, AFSAL GNANAND
2ND Row: Mr. GOKULNATH (P.E.T), Mr. GANESH PERUMAL (PRINCIPAL).

Primrose Schools under 12 boys received runner trophy from our beloved Principal
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Sir Mutha School under 10
boys received winner
trophy from our beloved
Principal

Hari Shree Vidhyalayam School
under 12 boys received winner
trophy from our beloved Principal

Aryan from Sir Mutha School
received star Player Trophy from
our beloved Principal for under 10
category.

Krisha from grade IX
received Star Player
Trophy from our beloved
Principal for under 15
category.
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Mother’s Birthday Celebration

Prayer is man's
greatest power! Class III
kids gathered in open
auditorium for seeking
Mother’s blessings.

Class X students
offered flowers
to our beloved
Mother.
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Mother’s Birthday CeleBration
Mother Meera Alfassa says
“Let us keep flaming in our
heart the fire of progress”.
With her grace and blessings,
The gracious occasion was
celebrated on 21st February,
2018 at our school premises.
The children expressed their
token of love to our beloved
Mother by offering flowers and
a small prayer seeking her
blessings. Principal shared the
joy by distributing sweets to
children and the teachers.

Mother’s Birthday CeleBration

The Principal’s speech on Our beloved Mother gave us an insight on
Mother’s divinity and spirituality. It set as an inspiration to all of us.
Afternoon set a floor for variety of events to entertain and educate us
on the life history of Mother and her spiritual achievements. It was
pleasant to hear the quotes of Mother. Budding Primrosians came up
with events which dealt with various philosophies of The Mother.
To add flavour to our celebration there was a magic show by one of
our students. The fruitful day filled with joy ended well with the
blessings of Mother.
By
Sruthi Varadharajan
Hindi Teacher
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Kalakar's Korner

Natasha
II-C
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Natasha
II-C

